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ABSTRACT
A wind tunnel force and momenttest of the Space Shuttle launch
vehicle was conducted at the Marshall Space Flight Center 14 x 14 Inch
Trisonic WindTunnel. The orbiter configuration was a .004 scale model
of the MCR0074 (PRRBaseline). The wind tunnel model utilized a triple
balance such that componentaerodynamics of the Orbiter, External Tank
and Solid Rocket Booster could be obtained. The test was conducted at
an angle of attack range from -I0 ° to I0 °, an angle of sideslip range
from -I0 ° to I0 ° and a Machnumberrange from .6 to 4.96.
In addition to the static stability data, other runs were madeto
identify key simulation parameters to be used in future launch vehicle
wind tunnel tests. The following parameters were investigated:
• Effect of Orbiter - ET attach hardware
• Model attachment (spacer) effects
• Effects of "grit" on model leading surfaces
• Model misalignment effects
The effect of External Tank nose shape was also studied by investi-
gating five different nose configurations.
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unit Reynolds number; per ft
velocity; ft/sec
angle of attack of reference body; deg
angle of sideslip of reference body; deg
inclination of orbiter base, degrees
angle of yaw of reference body; deg
angle of roll of reference body; deg
incidence angle between orbiter and
external tank centerlines; deg
horizontal separation distance between
orbiter and tank aft attach points; in.
vertical separation distance between orbiter
and tank aft attach points; in.
right-handed coordinate axis system
model stations, positive in the same directions
as the x, y, z axis system except for Z, which























axial force (AF), positive in the
negative direction of x; Ib
normal force (NF), positive in the
negative direction of z; Ib
side force (SF), positive in the
positive direction of y; Ib
rolling moment (RM); a moment about the
x-axis (a positive rolling moment tends
to rotate the positive y-axis toward the
positive z-axis); in.-Ib
pitching moment (PM); a moment about the
y-axis (a positive pitching moment tends
to rotate the positive z-axis toward the
positive x-axis); in.-Ib
yawing moment (YM); a moment about the
z-axis (a positive yawing moment tends
to rotate the positive x-axis toward the
positive y-axis); in.-Ib





wing span or reference span; in.,
center of gravity; in.
body length; in.
reference length; in.
wing mean aerodynamic chord; in.



































moment reference point on X axis; in.
moment reference point on Y axis; in.
moment reference point on Z axis; in.
center of pressure










axial force; FA/q_ SRE F
base axial force; (P -Pb ) Ab/q_ SRE F
forebody axial force; CA - CAb
rolling moment; Mx/q_ SREF bREF
pitching moment; My/q_ SREF _REF

































yawing moment; Mz/q _SRE F bRE F
pressure coefficient; (PI-P_)/q_
side force; Fy/q_ SREF
yawing moment coefficient derivative with beta
side force coefficient derivative with beta
normal force coefficient at an alpha of zero degrees
base axial force coefficient at an alpha of zero
degrees
pitching moment coefficient at an alpha of zero
degrees
forebqdy axial force coefficient at an alpha of
zero aegrees
normal force coefficient for the total vehicle
pitching moment coefficient for the total vehicle
side force coefficient for the total vehicle
normal force coefficient derivative with alpha
pitching moment coefficient derivative with alpha















Tests were conducted in the MSFC14 x 14 inch Trisonic WindTunnel
to determine static stability data for each componentof the Space Shuttle
in the launch configuration. Force and momentdata were obtained at Mach
numbersof .6, .8, .9, 1.05, 1.25, 1.46, 1.96, 2.99, 3.5, 4.0 and 4.96.
Actual test conditions are shownin TABLEI. System angle of attack (_)
was varied between -I0 ° and +I0°. System sideslip angle (B) varied from
-I0° to +I0° while _ was held at -5° , 0° and 5° . TABLEII contains the
run schedule showing all runs made.
Becauseeach model wasmountedon a separate sting, sting deflections
and thus relative positions of each model were changing during each run.
An existing computer program (Reference I) was used to interpolate all
data to nominal values of the separation distance, z, and the incidence
angle, i o, of the orbiter with respect to the External Tank. Photographs
of the model installation are shownin Figures 1 through 4.
Studies were also madeduring this test to determine the effects of
Orbiter-External Tank attach hardware and Orbiter-External Tank model
support hardware by making runs with and without the above mentioned items.
The support hardware study wasquite extensive with several different dia-
meters and locations of the supports being tested. The results of vary-
ing these parameters and other parameter variations tested during a follow-
ing test (TWT-573)are presented under a separate cover (Reference 2).
The interpolated data from this test were used together with force
and momentmeasurementson the composite vehicle from TWT566 and pressure
13
data on the composite vehicle (TWT567) to produce a complete data package
for the launch vehicle (Reference 3).
The test was assigned a test numberof TWT570 and a NASAseries
numberof IA31F(B). Project engineers for the test were Paul Ramseyof
NASA/MSFCand TommyDavis of Northrop Services, Inc.
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
Test results were obtained on a .004 scale model of the 0074 PRR
Baseline Launch Configuration. Each of the model components tested are





O3 PRR Baseline Orbiter less abort Solid Rocket
Motors (BI) (C5DTF4M3) (W87EIS) (V5R5).
T9 1.296-inch diameter External Tank with
2.4 inch radius ogive nose.
T7 1.296-inch diameter External Tank with
2.4 inch radius ogive nose and a .556 inch
long nose spike.
TIO T9 External Tank with 7/8 inch sting instead
of standard 5/8 inch sting.
Tll 1.296-inch diameter External Tank with 4.82
inch radius ogive nose.
Tl2 1.296-inch diameter External Tank with
triconic nose.
TI3 1.296-inch diameter External Tank with
quadraconic nose.
$3 .568-inch diameter Solid Rocket Motor with
IB ° nose cone.
U5 Aft interstage structure consisting of
tie-downs among tank, orbiter and SRB's.
YIE spacer attached to ET, both fore and aft.
Y2E spacer attached to ET at forward position
only.







spacer attached to orbiter, both Fore and
aft attach points.
spacer attached to orbiter at forward
position only.
spacer attached to orbiter at aft position
only.
The orbiter had no rudder flare or elevon deflection. The Launch
Configuration models are mounted on the MSFC Parallel Staging Mounting
System with the orbiter, external tank and SRB's on separate stings.
Data were recorded by the separate balances for the following configura-
t ions •
ORBITER BALANCE
Configuration Orbiter in Presence of:
(03)/(T9)1($312)1($312) T9 external tank with SRB's present
but not attached.
(03)I(T9)/(Us)I(S312)I(S3/2) T9 external tank with attach hardware
and both SRB's present but not attached.
(03)/(T9)/($3/2)/($3/2) Y1E
(03)I(T9)I($312)I($312) YIEG
T9 external tank with spacers attached
to ET both fore and aft. Both SRB's
are present but not attached.




T 9 external tank with spacers attached
to ET both fore and aft, and attach-
ment hardware on ET. Both SRB's are
present but not attached.
Same as above with spacer attached only
in forward position.
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Confi__uration Orbiter in Presence of:
(03)/(T9)/($3/2)/($3/2) Y3E T9 external tank with spacers attached
to ET in aft position only. Both SRB's
are present but not attached.
(03)/(T9)/($3/2)/($3/2) YlO T9 external tank with spacers attached
to orbiter both fore and aft. Both
SRB's are present but not attached.
(03)/(T9)/($3/2)/($3/2) Y20 Same as above with spacer only on for-
ward attach point.
(03)/(T9)/($3/2)/($3/2) Y30 Same as above with spacer only on aft
attach point.
(03)/(TII)/($3/2)/($3/2) TII external tank with SRB's present
but not attached.
(03)/(T12)/($3/2)/($3/2) Tl2 external tank with SRB's present
but not attached.
(03)/(T7)/($3/2)/($3/2) T7 external tank with SRB's present
but not attached.
(03)/(T13)/($3/2)/($3/2) TI3 external tank with SRB's present
but not attached.
(03)/(T9)/($3/2)/($3/2) G T9 external tank with SRB's present
but not attached. Grit is applied to
each model.
EXTERNAL TANK BALANCE
Co fj3u_r tj on ET in Presence of:
(T9)/(03)/($3/2)/(S3/2) Orbiter and both SRB's.
(T9)(U5)/(03)/(S3/2)/(S3/2) The attach hardware, the orbiter and
both SRB's.
(T9)(U5)(S3/2)/(03)/(S3/2) The orbiter and one SRB with the attach
hardware and the right-side SRB attached
to the tank.
(T9)/(03)/($3/2)/($3/2) YIE The orbiter and both SRB's with fore and
















($3/2)/(03)/(T 9 ) (U5)/($3/2)
(S3/2)/(03)/(T9)(U5)(S312)
ET in Presence of:
Same as above with grit applied to
models.
The orbiter and both SRB's with fore
and aft spacers and the attach hard-
ware attached to the tank.
Same as above with spacer only on
tank forward attach point.
The orbiter and both SRB's with spacer
attached to tank at aft attach point.
The orbiter and both SRB's with spacer
attached on tank forward attach point.
The orbiter with fore and aft spacers
and both SRB's.
The orbiter with forward spacer and
both SRB's.
The same as above with attach hard-
ware attached to the tank.
The orbiter with aft spacer and both
SRB's.
The orbiter and hoth SRB's with right-
side SRB attached to tank.
The orbiter and both SRB's with grit
applied to all models.
SRB BALANCE
SRB in Presence of:
Orbiter, external tank and right-side
SRB. All are on separate stings.
Same as above with attach hardware
attached to ET.
Same as above with attach hardware














SRB in Presence of:
Orbiter, external tank and right-side
SRB with fore and aft spacers on ET.
Same as above with grit applied to
all models.
Orbiter, external tank and right-side
SRB with fore and aft spacers and
attach hardware on ET.
Same as above with front spacer only
on ET.
Same as above without attach hardware
on ET.
Orbiter with fore and aft spacers
attached, external tank and right-side
SRB.
Same as above with only forward spacer
on orbiter.
Same as above with only aft spacer
attached to orbiter.
Orbiter with forward spacer, external
tank with attach hardware and right-
side SRB.
Orbiter and external tank with right-
side SRB attached to tank.
Orbiter and external tank attached on




The general arrangement of the .004 scale wind tunnel model of the
SpaceShuttle launch vehicle is shownin Figure 5. The model consists of
an orbiter (03), an external tank (ET), designated T9 and two solid rocket
boosters (SRB's), designated S3.
The orbiter model is a 0074 baseline orbiter (reference drawings are
given in Table 3). Model length is approximately 5.3 inches with a wing
span of 3.747 inches. A schematic of the orbiter is shownin Figure 6.
Five different ETconfigurations were tested. The difference in
these configurations is the nose shape. The ETmodel is equipped with
detachable Orbiter-External Tank attach hardware. Runs were made with
and without the attachment hardware. Actual model length of the ET is
7.304 inches and diameter is 1.296 inches. The ET model is shown in
Figure 7 and the five nose shapes in Figure 9.
A schematic of the SRB model is presented in Figure 8. Model length
is 7.032 inches and model diameter is .568 inches. The model includes
the SRB-Orbiter attach ring and the separation rockets. No other pro-
tuberances were modeled.
Both the orbiter and external tank were instrumented with six-
component internal strain gage balances (numbers 231 and 232). The left
SRB was instrumented with a new 4-component (normal and side force, pitch
and yawing moments) internal strain gage balance (number 240). The bal-
ance and sting for this SRB were fabricated as one piece. The right SRB
was not instrumented and was a permanent part of _he sting. The two SRB
2O
models were held to the lower sting by an existing dual sting adapter
(Figure lO) which also held the models away from the ET surface laterally,
Base pressures on the orbiter, ET, and left-side SRB were measured.
The effect of base pressures on the orbiter axial force were eliminated
before moments were transferred. Actual moment transfer equations are
shown in the Data Reduction section. The location of base pressure tubes
on the models are shown in Figure II. Where more than one measurement
was made, the pressures were averaged and applied over the entire base
of the model.
The MSFC dual sting staging system (Figure 12 and Reference 4) was
the support hardware used in the test. This system allows two models to
be moved with three degrees of freedom. The upper model can be moved
vertically and pitched relative to the lower model. The lower model can
be moved horizontally, For this test the horizontal position was fixed
in the nominal launch position (alignment of the two aft attach points).
The vertical separation of the two models (z) was measured between the
aft attach points on the two models as shown in Figure 13. The angle of
incidence between the two models (i o) is the angle between their center-
lines. This angle is positive in the direction of positive angle of
attack.
Several runs were made with "grit" on all three models. Number 80
grit was placed on the orbiter wing and tail. Number 180 grit was placed
on the nose of each model. Grit locations are shown in Figure 14 for the
orbiter and Figure 15 for the ET and SRB.
A model-to-model fouling problem had been encountered on previous
tests of this type. Fouling was monitored on this test by placing a foul --
ing strip on the models at the point of most probable contact and using
a previously designed fouling circuit. Fouling between the ET and SRB
was detected on runs 310, 311, 312, 313, 314, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331.
This fouling is obvious when plots containing these runs are viewed.
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_'_ TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
_r r
The NASA/MSFC 14 x 14-inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent
blowdown type that exhausts into a vacuum system or the atmosphere. The
important operational characteristics of this facility are discussed below.
The Trisonic Wind Tunnel is capable of covering the Mach number range
of 0.2 to 5.0 by utilizing a transonic section for the 0.2 to 1.96 range
and a supersonic section for the 2.74 to 4.96 range. Mach number variations
between 0.2 and 0.8 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. Mach
numbers between 0.90 and 1.3 are achieved by the use of plenum suction and
the perforated walls in the test section. Mach numbers of 1.4.6 and 1.96
are obtained by utilizing fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50
a set of fixed contour nozzles are tilted and translated automatically to
produce Mach numbers in .25 increments.
The required recharge time for the tunnel is nominally 5-10 minutes
with the transonic test section and 15-20 minutes for the supersonic sec-
tion. Changeover from the transonic section to the supersonic section
requires approximately 40 minutes.
Actual run times are dependent upon actual tunnel conditions, i.e.,
Mach number and stagnation pressure. Nominal run times are approximately
1.5 to 2.0 minutes in the transonic section and 45 to 50 seconds in the
Supersonic section.
The data acquisition system is a solid state analog-to-digital con-
verter which has 12 data channels, I0 of which are available to the cus-
tomer. Raw data is recorded on punched cards for transfer to a computer
which reduces the data to coefficient form.
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TESTPROCEDURE
Due to sting deflections, data interpolation was necessary to obtain
data at the nominal separation distance (.14 inches) and incidence angle
(.5°). This required data for two different separation distances and
three orbiter-to-tank incidence angles. The z distances chosen were .14
and .28 inches, measured at the aft attach point and incidence angles
(io) of -.5, .5 and 1.5 degrees. The i o angle is measured relative to
the tank centerline. For beta sweeps at alpha = 0 degrees, only the
nominal position was tested. For beta sweeps at m = ±5 ° , all six points
were tested.
Runs were made to determine the effects of the Orbiter-External Tank
attach hardware after modeling the attach hardware as closely as possible.
All six i o and z positions were tested to allow interpolation of the data.
Runs were also made to determine the effects of Orbiter-External Tank
model support hardware (spacers). This was the same type of hardware used
to connect models on the launch vehicle tests TWT 566 and TWT 567. Table
4 shows pertinent spacer dimensions and Figure 16 shows typical spacer
drawings.
Test 567 required a larger sting in the ET than did the present test.
The effects of the larger sting diameter on the SRB was investigated by
making runs with an enlarged sting (TIo). Runs were also made with no
sting in the ET to enable predictions of total sting effects on SRB data.
The right-side SRB was tested both metric (attached to the ET) and
non-metric (sting mounted) to enable an esLimate of SRB forebody drag.
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This method was required because there was no axial force gage in the
SRB balance. The nose shape study was also made metric and non-metric.
DATA REDUCTION
The parameters recorded and characteristics calculated were:
I. Freestream total pressure, Pt
2. Freestream static pressure, P_
3. Dynamic pressure, q_
4. Mach number, M,
5. Freestream Reynold's number per unit length, RN/EREF
6. Nominal angle of attack of ET,
7, Vertical sting deflection, AZ, + in direction of + normal
force
8. Angular sting deflection, Am, + in direction of +
9. Normal force coefficient, CNm
lO. Pitching moment coefficient, Cmm
II. Total axial force coefficient, CATm (orbiter and ET only)
12. Base axial force coefficient, CAbm
13. Side force coefficient, CYm
14 Yawing moment coefficient, Cnm
15. Rolling moment coefficient, Ch_ (orbiter and ET only)
Reference quantities used to reduce the data are presented in Table 5.
Figure 17 shows the sign conventions on the forces and moments in the mis-
sile axis system. Orbiter, ET, and SRB data were output as functions of
ET angle of attack. Base pressure probe locations are shown in Figure II.
On the ET and orbiter, the base pressures were averaged and applied to the
total base area.
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All model force and moments are resolved in the missile axis system.
The following relationships were used to non-dimensionalize force and
moment measurements:
FN
CNm q SREF ' normal force coefficient
FA , total axial force coefficient
CAm - q SREF
Fy
m
CYm .q SREF , side force coefficient
Cmnl = w_______
q SREF _REF
, pitching moment coefficient
Cnm =
M Z
q SREF CREF ' yawing moment coefficient
M X
C_m = q SREF CREF ' rolling moment coefficient





, base pressure coefficient
CAFm CAm CAbm, forebody axial force coefficient
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For the orbiter and ET, moment coefficients shown in this report are
referenced to the position of the orbiter nose on the ET centerline. For
the SRB's, the absence of axial force measurements restricted its moment
reference point to the projection of the orbiter nose on the SRB center-
line. Reference dimensions and the location of each BMC from the nose of
the individual models are shown in Table 5,
For the orbiter, moments were transferred from the balance moment
center (BMC) to the orbiter nose and the ET centerline. Axial and normal
force were rotated through i o to facilitate the summation of total body
data. Base pressure was subtracted from the pitching moment equation.
Orbiter CNm and CAm were corrected for base pressure in the following
manner:
= CAm cos 6AVECAFm - CAbm
CNm = CNm - CAbm sin aAVE
where aAVE is the average inclination of the orbiter base (see Figure 18).
The moments were then transferred to the moment reference center.
I I
Cmm)MRP = Cmm)BMC -CNm |_,REFJ - CAb |_REFJ cos _AVE





--_j (CAfm cos io + CNm sin io)
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IAXI ]
Cnm)MRP = Cnm)BMC- CYm [_--_]











1.192 + 2 + 4,428 sin i o
1.192 + 2 + .728 sin i o
12 °
The parameters z and io depend on the run made. The previous values of
CN and CA are then rotated through io.
= )c°s io" CAFm) sin ioCNm CNm pre pre
CAFm = CAFm) cos io+ CNm) sin i o
pre pre
For the external tank, moments were transferred to the projection of
the orbiter nose on the tank centerline. The equations are:
I _x_ ]\
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Double Delta Wing Fusel_____a9e Per Lines VL70-00009
with 57.0 in Radius Nose.
2A Configuration Lt. Wt. Orbiter






Length _ in. 1328.3
















TABLE III. (Continued) "
MODEL COMPONENT: Canopy - C5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration Per NR l, J u__ VL70-000092
Scale Model = .004
,L
DRAWING NUMBER : 9"L70.000092




















2A Configuration, Light _fo Orbiter Per Lines

















Fuselage, BP = 0.0
WP = 500.0 INFS








I/4[JLI:. 111, t I t, OriL, irlut_u
+
F4 Body Flap
2A Configuration Pe[i _R Lines VL70-00(>094 "A"

























"."." . .. . -
OMS PODS-M3 • .......... _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: .... 2A Light WT Configuration; per MC120074,_
Per NR Lines VL70-000094.




















: : J,, , L ,, , l , ± __
of OMS POD
WP = 463.9 inches FS; WP 400.0 + 63.9 = 463.90 INFS
1.600 + .2556 = 1.8556 INMS
BP = 80.0 in. FS; 0.320 INMS
From Fuselage Station 1214.0 to 1560 INFS = 346.0 INFS
= 4.856 to 6.240 = 1.384 INMS
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IASI_ E IlI. (Co!_t irlued)
MODEL COMPONENT: Wing W-87 New Liaht We].(_ht ___
GENERAL DESCRIPTIOn[: Orbiter Confiaurati.on oer ].in_s v[,7OzO_Q.Q3__ ...............












Diehedral Angle, degrees@'_= -,._oelc:_merrt-0_209
"J. J-)_ ,ilI]_q 3. 8(30
Incidence Angle, degrees@.425_tol. O0_- 3.000
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees --
Toe-ln Angle
Cant Angle





Root (Wing Sta. O.O)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC






















LEADING EDGE CUFF (data for (I) side) ...............
Plan form area; FT2(Bp 108,0) 120,,333
L.E. Intersect Fus ML @ STA 560,0
































GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration Per W-87, NR Lines VL70-O0009"
Data for (I) of (2) Sides







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord
At Outb'd equiv, chord
i




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) FT 3
















MODEL COMPO#IENT: Vertical Tail VS (Li_:_ht W_:. Ori->iLer Con_'_r't, _)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Center Line Vertic£!] T]:i[i or,_the Doubl_:, D_:.]fia
Configuration with Double Wedge Airfoil and Rounded Leading }!'dq_ Total




Area _ £T 2
* Void (incldded above), FT 2
Blanketed included above} FT 2














Root (Wing sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
*Void area "noted is the area

































2A Configuration Per NR Lines VL70-000095.




Span (equivalent) in, ............ _...........
Inb'd equivalent chord
Outb'd equivalent chor_
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord
At Outb'd equiv, chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)j FT 3























TABLE Ill '_ _ "
. (L.OF_t iliU_C_ /
MODEL COMPONENT: U5 Interstate Structur_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
on the external tank.
The aft tie-downs that supp6rt the SRBs and the orbiter




















. $3 Booster Sol_d Rocket Motor
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration Per NR Lines VL77-000012 and
VL72-OOOO61BBody of Revolution, Data for (I) of (2) Sides
m
Scale Model = .004
•m.f - T --
.. .. . .
DRAWING NUMBER: VL77-000012 •
i•




























FS (Orbiter) 0.00 = 751.0 ino ET = 202.0 BSRH
WP (BSRM) = 400 - 344.413 = 55°587 INFS
BP (Orbiter) 0.00 = 243.0 BSRM
49
• . . . . . • - .
TABLE II!;..(Continued)....
MODEL COMPONENT: External Tank T9
,w
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A Configuration Per NR Lines VL7B-O00018 and VL72-OOOO61B;
Body of Revolution
Scale Model = .004
.!



























FS (Orbiter) 0.00 = TANK Station635.O INFS
WP (ET) = 400 - 344.413= 55.587 INFS




MODEL COMPONENT" External Tank T7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Body of Revolution
2A Configuration Per NR Lines VL78-000018 and VL72-OOOO61B;






Max. Width 324.00 1.296
Max. Depth
Fineness Ratio 6.13889 6.13889
Area







FS (Orbiter) 0.00 = TANK Station 751.0 INFS
WP (ET) = 400 - 344.413 = 55.587 INFS
BP (Orbiter) 0.00 = 0.00 ET
"TABLEIII. (Continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - External Tank TI_


























MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - External Tank T!3





















TABLE IV. SPACER DESIGNATION
SPACER
ITEM NO. TYPE POSITION i o
1 7 2 Front +0.5
2 8 2 Rear +0.5
3 9 1 Front +0.5
4 I0 1 Rear +0.5
5 11 1 Front +0.5
6 12 1 Rear +0.5
7 13 1 Front +0.5
8 14 1 Rear +0.5
9 15 1 Front +0.5
I0 16 1 Rear +0.5
II 17 1 Front +1.5
12 18 1 Front -0.5
13 19 1 Front +1.5
14 20 1 Front -0.5
15 21 3 Front +0.5
16 22 3 Rear +0.5

































































Orbiter nose on E.T.
Orbiter nose on E. T.
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O-- BASE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS












































































Plotted data are available
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